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Abstract
Automated in situ sensors for measuring changes in dissolved oxygen (DO) at high frequency have facilitated estimates of gross primary production (GPP) and respiration (R) in aquatic systems. Lake researchers usually
rely on a single sensor for these estimates, but such point measurements may miss important spatial heterogeneity in within-lake processes and may not accurately represent systemwide values of metabolism. Here we
combine simultaneous measurements of metabolism using DO sensors along transects from the shore to the
center of a lake with a spatial model to better understand the underlying heterogeneity in processes contributing to whole-lake epilimnetic metabolism. We use this model to achieve better estimates of epilimnetic GPP and
R and to determine the relative contributions of benthic-littoral vs. pelagic processes to these estimates. We
compared the spatially explicit process-based model to estimates of metabolism from both a single sensor at the
lake’s center and a spatially explicit averaging of multiple sensor sites. Estimates of both GPP and R varied on
average 2.5- to 3.2-fold from site to site within the same lake, whereas variations were sometimes as high as 6to 7-fold. Estimates of GPP and R near the perimeter of lakes were on average greater than measurements in the
middle of the lake. Our model estimates that benthic-littoral processes accounted for ~40% of epilimnetic GPP
and R. A single, centrally located sensor often misses a significant component of this benthic metabolism and
accounts for only ~81% of lakewide GPP and R.

Introduction
When Odum (1956) introduced the concept and first measurements of whole-ecosystem primary production and respiration from diel “free-water” changes in dissolved oxygen concentrations, a tremendous effort (and usually a sleepless night)
was required to obtain a metabolic estimate for even a single
day. The advent of affordable instruments that continuously
and reliably measure dissolved gases such as O2 or CO2 now
allow researchers to acquire long series of high-frequency data
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for estimating whole-system metabolism (Langdon 1984;
Uehlinger and Naegeli 1998; Mulholland et al. 2001; Hanson
et al. 2003). Free-water methods have considerable advantages
over incubation approaches in either light and dark bottles or
benthic chambers. Container effects including enclosure in
bottles, sediment chambers, and various other devices can be
significant, and comparison among container studies is difficult because many studies fail to report key details of the containers used (Petersen et al. 1997; Petersen et al. 1999). Additionally, container approaches suffer from problems of scale
(Gerhart and Likens 1975; Chen et al. 2000). Heterogeneity of
the benthos (e.g., substrate, macrophyte and periphyton density, incident solar radiation) makes scaling from chambers to

